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I. Introduction 

 Ion Mihai [1] introduced a new class of submanifolds called Generalised CR -submanifolds of Kaehler 

manifolds and also studied generalised CR -submanifolds of Sasakian manifolds [2]. In 1985, Oubina [3] 

introduced a new class of almost contact Riemannian manifolds knows as trans-Sasakian manifolds. After M. H. 

Shahid studied CR -submanifolds of trans-Sasakian manifold [4] and generic submanifolds of trans-Sasakian 

manifold [5]. In 2001, A. Kumar and U.C. De [6] studied generalised CR - submanifolds of a trans-Saakian 

manifolds. In 1993, A. Bejancu and K. L. Duggal [7] introduced the concept of )( -Sasakian manifolds. Then U. 

C. De and A. Sarkar [8] introduced )( -Kenmotsu manifolds. The existence of a new structure on indefinite 

metrices has been discussed. Moreover, Bhattacharyya [9] studied the contact CR -submanifolds of indefinite 

trans-Sasakian manifolds. Recently, Nagaraja et. al. [10] introduced the concept of ),(  -trans-Sasakian 

manifolds which generalised the notion of )( -Sasakian as well as )( -Kenmotsu manifolds. In 2010, Cihan 

Özgür [11] studied the submanifolds of Riemannian manifold with semi-symmetric non-metric connection. 

Moreover, Özgür and others also studied the different structures with semi-symmetric non-metric connection in 

([12], [13]) . On other hand, some properties of semi-invariant submanifolds, hypersurfaces and submanifolds with 

semi-symmetric non-metric connection were studied in ( [14], [15], [16]). Thus motivated sufficiently from the 

above studies, in this paper we study generalised CR - submanifolds of an ),(  -trans-Sasakian manifolds with 

semi-symmetric non-moetric connection. 

 We know that a connection   with a Riemannian metric g  on a manifold M  is called metric such that 

0=g , otherwise it is non-metric. Further it is said to be a semi-symmetric linear connection [17]. A linear 

connection   is said to be a semi-symmetric connection it its torsion tensor is of the form  

 ,)()(=),( YXXYYXT    

where   is a 1-form. A study of semi-symmetric connection on Riemannian manifold was enriched by K. Yano 

[18]. In 1992, Agashe and Chaffle [19] introduced the notion of semi-symmetric non-metric connection. It is well 

known that a linear connection is symmetric and metric if and only if it is the Levi-Civita connection. 

 Semi-Symmetric metric connection plays an important role in the study of Riemannaian manifolds, there are 

various physical problems involving the semi-symmetric metric connection. For example if a man is moving on the 

surface of the earth always facing one definite point, say Mekka or Jaruselam or the North pole, then this 

displacement is semi-symmetric and metric [20].  

 In this paper, we study Generalised CR -submanifolds of an ),(   trans-Sasakian manifolds with a 

semi-symmetric non-metric connection. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give a brief 

introduction of generalised CR -submanifolds of an ),(   trans-Sasakian manifold and give an example. In 
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section 3, we discuss some Basic Lemmas . In section 4, integrability of some distributions discuss. In section 5, 

Geometry of leaves of Generalised CR -submanifolds of an ),(  -trans-Sasakian manifold with 

semi-symmetric non-metric connection have been discussed .  

 

II. ),(  -trans-Sasakian manifolds 

 Let M  be an almost contact metric manifold with an almost contact metric structure ( g,,,  ), where   is 

a (1,1) tensor field,   is a vector field,   is a 1-form and g  is a compatiable Riemannian metric such that  

 (2.1)1,=)(  0,=  0,=  ,=2  oI   

 

 (2.2)),()(),(=),( YXYXgYXg    

 

 (2.3)=),( g  

 

 (2.4))(=),(  ),,(=),( XXgYXgYXg    

for all vector fields X , Y  on T M , where   = 1=),( g . An )( - almost contact metric manifold is 

called an ),(  -trans Sasakian manifold [10] if 

 

 )5.2())(),(())(),((=))((   XYYXgXYYXgYX    

for some smooth functions   and   on M  and 1=  , 1=  . For 0= , 1= , an ),( 

-trans-Sasakian manifolds reduces to )( -Sasakian and for 0= , 1=  it reduces to a )( -Kenmotsu 

manifolds. From (2.5) it follows that  

 (2.6).= 2 XXX    

for any vector field X  tangent to M . 
 

Example of ),(  -trans Sasakian manifolds 

  Consider the three dimensional manifold 0}|),,{(= 3  zRzyxM , where ),,( zyx  are the cartesian 

coordinates in 
3R  and let the vector fields are 
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 where 321 ,, eee  are linearly independent at each point of M . Let g  be the Riemannain metric defined by  

=),(=),(=),( 332211 eegeegeeg , 0=),(=),(=),( 213231 eegeegeeg ,  

 where 1=  . 

 Let   be the 1-form defined by ),(=)(  XgX  for any vector field X  on M , let   be the (1,1) 

tensor field defined by   0=)(    ,=)(  ,=)( 31221 eeeee   . 

 Then by using the linearty of   and g , we have  )(=2 XXX  , with 3= e . 

 Further )()(),(=),( YXYXgYXg    for any vector fields X  and Y  on M . Hence for =3e

, the structure defines an )( -almost contact structure in 
3R . 

 Let   be the Levi-Civita connection with respect to the metric g , then we have  

 ]),[,(]),[,(]),[,(),(),(),(=),(2 YXZgZXYgZYXgYXZgXZYgZYXgZYg X   

  which is know as Koszul’s formula. 

 We, also have  

 0,=    ,
)(

=     ,
)(

= 21232131
ee
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 using the above relation, for any vector X  on M , we have  

XXX

2=   ,   where  
z

1
=  and 

z

1
=  . Hence ),,,( g  structure defines the 

),(  -trans-Sasakian structure in 
3R .  

 

III. Semi-symmetric non-metric connection 

 We remark that owing to the existence of the 1-form  , we can define a semi-symmetric non-metric connection 

  in almost contact metric manifold by  

 (3.1),)(= XYYY XX   

 where   is the Riemannian connection with respect to g  on n -dimensional Riemannian manifold and   is 

a 1-form associated with the vector field   on M  defined by  

 (3.2)).,(=)(  XgX  

 [19] BY (3.1) the torsion tensor T  of the connection   is given by  

 (3.3)].,[=),( YXXYYXT YX   

 Also, we have  

 (3.4).)()(=),( YXXYYXT    

 A linear connection  , satisfying (3.4) is called a semi-symmetric connection.   is called a metric connection 

if  

 0=g  

otherwise, if 0g , then   is said to be non-metric connection. Furthermore, from (3.1), it is easy to see that  

 ),(),(),)((=),( ZYgZYgZYgZYg XXXX   

 

 ),()(),()(),(),)((=                 YXgZZXgYZYgZYg XX    

 which implies  

 (3.5)),()(),()(=),)(( YXgZZXgYZYgX    

 for all vector fields X , Y , Z  on M . Therefore in view of (3.4) and (3.5)   is a semi-symmetric 

non-metric connection. 

 

for all TMYX , . Now from (3.1), (2.5) and (2.6), we have 

 

   (3.6))),(()(),((=)(  YXgXYYXgYX   

 

 .)()(1                                         XY   

From (3.6) it follows that  

 (3.7)= 2 XXXX    

for any vector field X  tangent to M . 

 Now, let M  be a submanifold isomertically immeresed in an ),(  -trans-Sasakian manifold M  such that 

the structure vector field   of M  is tangent to submanifolds M . We denote by {  is the 1- dimensional 

distribution spanned by   on M  and by    the complementary orthogonal distribution to   in TM . 

 For any  X TM , we have 0=),( Xg . Then we have  

 (3.8),= CXBXX   

where   BX  and MTCX  . Thus BXX   is an endomorphism pf the tangent bundle TM  and 

CXX   is a normal bundel valued 1-form on M . 
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Definition. A submanifold of M  of an almost contact metric manifolds M  with an (  , )-trans-Sasakian 

metric sructure ( g,,,  ) is said to be a generalised CR -submanifold if 

 

 MxforMTMTD xxx 


         ;=   

defines a differentiable sub-bundle of MTx . Thus for 
DX  one has 0=BX . 

 We denote by D  the complementary orthogonal sub-bundle to  D  in TM .  

For any DX  , 0BX . Also we have .= DBD  

 Thus for a generalised CR -submanifold M , we have the orthogonal decomposition  

   (3.9).=  DDTM  

 

 

IV. Basic Lemmas 

  Let M  be a generalised CR -submanifold of an ),(  -trans-Sasakian manifold M . We denote by g  

both Riemannian metrices on M  and M . 

 For each TMX  , we can write  

 (4.1),)(=  XQXPXX   

where PX  and QX  belong to the distribution D  and 
D  respectively. 

 For any MTN x


 , we can write  

 (4.2),= fNtNX   

where tN  is the tangential part of N  and fN  is the normal part of N . 

By using (2.2) we have  

 0,=),(=),(=),(=),( YXgYXgCYBYXgCYXg    

for 


 xDX  and xDY  . Therefore 

 

 (4.3)0.=),( xx CDDg


  

We denote by   the orthogonal complementray vector bundle to CDD   in MT 
. 

 Thus, we have  

 (4.4)   =   CDDMT  

Lemma 4.1. The morphism t  and f  satisfy  

 (4.5)=)(  DDt   

 

 (4.6))( DCDt   

Proof. For 
DX  and DY . 

 

 0=),(=),(=),(=),( 2 YXgYXgYYfXtgYtg    

 

 0.=),(=),(=),( 2  XgXgXtg   

 Therefore,             
))(   DDt  . 

 For 
DX , we have  

 .=implieswhich   ,== 2 XtXXfXtXX    

 Consequently, )(   DtD  . Hence the equation (4.5) follows. The equation (4.6) is trivial. 

 Let M  be a submanifold of a Riemannian manifold M  with Riemannian metric g . Then Gauss and 

Weingarten formulae are given respectively by  
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 (4.7)),,(                     ),(= TMYXYXhYY XX   

 

 (4.8)),(        )(= MTNXNNXAN XNX

    

where  ,   and 
  respectively the semi-symmetric non-metric, induced connection and induced normal 

connections in M , M  and the normal bundle MT 
 of M  respectively and h  is the second fundamental 

form related to A by  

 (4.9)),(=)),,(( YXAgNYXhg N  

for TMYX ,,  and .MTN   

 We denote  

 (4.10).=),( XAXABPYYXu QYCPYX   

Lemma 4.2. Let M  be a generalised CR -submanifold of an ),(  -trans-Sasakian manifold M  with 

semi-symmetric non-metric connection. Then we have  

 (4.11))(=),()),(( PXYYXPthYBPYXuP X   

 

 ,)(2)()(1                                                   PXCPYPBXY    

 

 (4.12))()(1)(=),()),(( QBXYQXYYXQthYXuQ    

 

 ,)(2                                                                  QXCPY  

 

 (4.13),)()(2),(),(=)),((  XCPYYBXgYXgYXu   

 

 (4.14)),(),( YXfhYQYCPQYCPYBPYXh XXXX     

 

 ,)()(1=                                                      CXY  

for ., TMYX   

Proof. For TMYX ,  by using (3.8), (4.1), (4.2), (4.7), (4.8) in (3.6), we have  

 QYXAXCPYCPYXABPYXhPBY XQYXCPYX  
  )(),(  

 

 ),(),(),( YXfhYXQthYXPthYQYCPYBP XXX    

 

   .)()(1)),(()(),((= XYYXgXYYXg    

 Then (4.11), (4.12), (4.13) and (4.14) are obtaining by taking the components of each vector bundles D , 
D , 

   and )(MT 
 respectively. 

Lemma 4.3. Let M  be a generalised CR -submanifold of an ),(  -trans-Sasakian manifold M  with 

semi-symmetric non-metric connection. Then we have  

 (4.15),)(=)( PXfNXBPAtNXANtP NXfNX 
 

 

 (4.16),)(=)( QXfNtNXANtQ XfNX 
 

 

 (4.17),)()(),(=)(  XfNNCXgtNXA XfN   

 

 (4.18)=),( NfXCPAfNXQAtNXh XNXN

   

for TMX   and MTN  . 
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Proof. For TMX   and MTN   by using the equations (3.8), (4.1), (4.2), (4.7) and (4.8) in (3.6), we get  

 XQAPXfNXPAtNXhtNtNQtNP fNfNXXX  )(),()(   

 

 XCPAXBPAXfNfNXAQXfN NNXfN    )()()()(  

 

 ),(= NCXgNfNQNPtXQA XXXN     

 Then (4.15), (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18) are obtaining by taking the components of each vector bundles D , 
D , 

   and )(MT 
 respectively. 

Lemma 4.4. Let M  be a generalised CR -submanifold of an ),(  -trans-Sasakian manifold M  with 

semi-symmetric non-metric connection. Then we have  

 (4.19) for  ,= DXBXXPXX    

 

 (4.20) for   0,=)()(1 and =),( DXXCXQXXh    

 

 (4.21) for                  ,=  DYYPYY   

 

 (4.22) for 0,=))(1(   ;=),(  DYYYQYYh   

 

 (4.23)=  P  

 

 (4.24)1.=   ;=),(  Qh  

Proof. The proof of above lemma from (3.7) by using (3.8), (4.1) and (4.7). 

Lemma 4.5 Let M  be a generalised CR -submanifold of an ),(  -trans-Sasakian manifold M  with 

semi-symmetric non-metric connection. Then we have  

 (4.25).,  for       ,= DYXXAYA YX   

Proof. By using (2.2), (2.3), (4.7) and (4.9), we get  

 ),(=),(=)),,((=),( XYgXYgXZYhgZYAg ZXX    

 

 )),,((=)),,((=),(=),(= YZXhgYXZhgXYgXYg ZZ    

 

 ),,(= ZYXAg   

 for 
DYX ,  and TMZ .  Hence the Lemma follows. 

Lemma 4.6. Let M  be a generalised CR -submanifold of an ),(  -trans-Sasakian manifold M  with 

semi-symmetric non-metric connection. Then we have  

 (4.26)and    for          ,   DVDV  

 

 (4.27).  for          ,    DWDW   

Proof. Let us take =X  and NV =  in (4.15), where DN  . Taking account that NtN = , 0=fN  

we get 

 

 (4.28).=  NBPANPtVP  
 

The first relation of (4.20) gives  

 0=),(),(=)),,((=),(=),( NQWgNCWgNWhgWAgWPAg NN   

for DW  . Hence, (4.28) becomes  
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 (4.29).= NPtVP    

 On the other hand (4.18) implies  

 (4.30).=),(   NQANfVh 
 

 

 (3.22) by  ,=),(=),(  ,     For   DVVhVhDV   

Now for 
DX  by using the lemma (4.5) and of (4.9), we have  

 ),(=),(=)),,((=)),,((   XAgVAgXVhgXVhg VX  

 

 ),(=),(=)),,((=)),,((= XAgXAgNXhgVXhg NN    

 

 ),(=),(),(= XQAgXQAgXPAg NNN    

since 
 DCD  . 

 Therefore,  NQAVh =),( , which together with (4.30) implies 0=Nf  . 

 Hence 
  DN  , since f  is an automorphism of CD . Thus, 

  DNt   and from (4.29) it 

follows that  

 (4.31) allfor        0,=  DVVP   

Next from (4.17), we have 

 

 (4.32)0=)( V   

for all 
DDV = ,    where 

 DN  . Hence (4.26) follows from (4.31) and (4.32). 

Finally using the (4.1), (4.23) and (4.26), we have  

 ),(=),( PXWgXWg    

for TMX   and DW  . Thus we have DW  , for DW   and this completes the proof. 

Corollary 4.1. Let M  be a generalised CR -submanifold of an ),(  -trans-Sasakian manifold M  with 

semi-symmetric non-metric connection. Then we have  

 (4.33)for      ,],[   DYDY   

 

 (4.34)for             ,],[ DXDX   

The above corollary follows immediate consiqueces of the Lemma (4.4) and Lemma (4.6). 

 

V. Integrability of Distributions 

Theorem 5.1. Let M  be a generalised CR -submanifold of an ),(  -trans-Sasakian manifold M  with 

semi-symmetric non-metric connection. Then the distribution 
D  is always involutive if and only if  

 

 (5.1).0=),(2)],,([ YXgYXg    

Proof. For 
DYX ,  by using (4.21), we get  

 ),(),(=)],,([  XgYgYXg YX   

 

 (5.2)).,(2=),(),(=)],,([ YXgYgXgYXg XY    

 On the other hand, from (4.10), we have  

 (5.3)),,(= YXPthXPAYBP YX    

for 
DYX , . Then using lemma (4.5), we get from equation (5.3)  

 (5.4)., for 0,=],[ DYXYXBP  
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Theorem 5.2.  Let M  be a generalised CR -submanifold of an ),(  -trans-Sasakian manifold M  with 

semi-symmetric non-metric connection. Then the distribution D  is never involutive. 

Proof. For DYX ,  by using (4.19), we have  

 ),(),(=)],,([  XgYgYXg YX   

 

 (5.5)).,(),(),(2),(2= PXYgPYXgYXgBXYg    

Taking 0X  and BXY =  in (5.5), it follows that D is not involutive. 

 Next we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.3.  Let M  be a generalised CR -submanifold of an ),(  -trans-Sasakian manifold M  with 

semi-symmetric non-metric connection. Then the distribution  D  is involutive if and only if  

 (5.6)),(),(   CDCYCXBYXhYBXh XY  

Proof. Applying   to equation (4.14) and taking component in 
D  , we have  

 )),(),((= YXfhCPYBYXhQtYQ XX  
 

for DYX , . 

Thus  

 (5.7)),(),((=],[ CYCXBYXhBYXhQtYXQ XY

   

for DYX , . Hence, the theorem follows from (5.7) and (4.34). 

 

VI. Geometry of Leaves 

Theorem 6.1. Let M  be a generalised CR -submanifold of an ),(  -trans-Sasakian manifold M  with 

semi-symmetric non-metric connection. Then the leaves of distribution 
D  are totally geodesic in M  if and 

only if  

 (6.1))(),(    CDXCZCZBZXh X  

for 
DX  and  DZ . 

Proof. For 
DYX ,  and  DZ  by using (2.2), (2.3), (4.7) and (4.8), we get  

 ),(=),(=),(=),( XZgYZgZYgZYg XXXX   

 

 ),(=),(),)((= YCZBZgYZgYZg XXXX    

 

 ),)(),((= YCZXCZXABZXhBZg XCZX    

 

 (6.2)).,)(),((= YXCZCZBZXhg X  
 

Hence the theorem follows from the (6.2). 

Theorem 6.2. Let M  be a generalised CR -submanifold of an ),(  -trans-Sasakian manifold M  with 

semi-symmetric non-metric connection. Then the distribution  D  is involutive and its leaves are totally 

geodesic in M  if and only if  

 (6.3))(),(    CDXCYCYBYXh X  

for  .,  DYX  

Proof. For   DYX ,  and 
DZ  by using (2.2),(2.3),(3.8), (4.7) and (4.8), we get  

 ),(=)(=),(=),( ZYgZYgZYgZYg XXXX    

 

 (6.4)).,)(),((= ZCYXCYXABYXhBYg XCYX    

Hence, the theorem follows from the equation (6.4). 
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